[1] Safety Information−Prior to use, read the following precautions carefully−
Thank you for selecting a SANWA Analog Multitester AP33.
Prior to use, please read this instruction manual thoroughly to ensure
correct and safe use. After reading it, please keep it together with the
tester in a safe place for future reference.
Be sure to observe instructions marked with WARNING and CAUTION
to avoid accidents involving “shock hazards“, “injuries and damages.“

1-1 Description of Warning Symbols
Symbols and their meaning used on product and Instruction Manual.
:Indicates very important instructions for safe use.
:WARNING identifies instructions to CAUTION identifies
information to avoid unsafe operation that may result in damages
to the equipment.

〜 :AC

:DC
Ω:Resistance
＋ :Positive
− :Negative
:Double insulation or reinforced insulation

1-2 Warning Instructions for Safe Use

● WARNING
Observe the instructions listed below in operating this equipment to
avoid a fatal accident that may result in “electric shock“ and
“injuries.“

AP33

1. Do not use the tester in a power line exceeding 3.6 kVA.
2. Pay special attention when measuring the voltage of AC33V(46.7peak),
DC70V or more to avoid injury.
3. Do not input signals that exceed the maximum rated input value.
4. Do not measure lines (such as motor lines) where inductive
voltages and surge voltages will occur as they may exceed the
maximum overload input value.
5. Do not operate the meter when the main body or test lead is
damaged or broken.
6. Do not use the tester with its case removed.
7. Do not change function during measurement.
8. Confirm the function every time when making measurement.
9. Do not use the tester with wet hand.
10. Be sure to use the designated test leads.
11. Do not attempt repair or modification, except for replacement of
the built-in battery.
12. Be sure to carry out startup checks and inspections at least once a year.
13. This tester is for indoor use.
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1-3 Maximum Overload Protective Input
Function(Range)

Input
Terminal

DCV

①Turn the range selector to a
desired range of “DC mA”.
②Turn off the power switch of a
circuit to measure to isolate the
object to be measured.
③Connect the black test pin to the
negative side of the circuit to
measure and the red test pin to
the positive side.

B
a
t
t
e
r
y

WARNING: Connect the tester in series with the circuit.
④Read the measured value on the mA scale (black).
WARNING: Never apply voltage.

4-5 Resistance (Ω) Measurement

D-1034-178 AP33（和英中）取扱説明書 英中 ̲ オモテ

①Turn the range selector to a
desired range of “Ω”. Short the
Resistor
red and black test pins and then
adjust 0 Ω with the 0 Ω adjuster.
②Connect the test pins to a resistor
or circuit to measure.
③Read the measured value on the
OHMS scale (green).
●An example of measurement: Check of wiring of resistors and cords.

WARNING: Never attempt to measure resistance of lines with voltage.

4-6 Battery Load Voltage (BATT) Measurement
①A battery of 1.5 V and 9 V can be tested.
②Connect the red test pin to the
positive side of the battery
and the black test pin to the
negative side.
③Judge the indication on the BAD?
GOOD scale.

Battery

CAUTION: The button battery cannot
be measured.
CAUTION: To prevent battery discharge, complete measurement quickly.

[5] Maintenance

● WARNING
1. This section is very important for safety. Read and understand
the following instruction fully and maintain properly.
2. The instrument must be calibrated and inspected once a year to
maintain the safety and accuracy.
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5-1 Maintenance and Inspection
1) Check the appearance for any damage caused by a drop or for any other reason.
2) Check the test lead for any damage or break.
If the tester is in one of the above conditions, stop using it and have it repaired.
5-2 Calibration and Inspection
Contact the authorized agent of Sanwa Electric Instrument Co., Ltd. for
calibration and inspection of the equipment.

5-3 Storage

● CAUTION

1. The body is sensitive to volatile solvents. Do not wipe it with
thinner and alcohol.
2. The body is sensitive to heat. Do not place the tester near heatgenerating sources.
3. Do not keep the tester in places where the tester may be exposed
to vibration or where there is a risk of falling down.
4. Do not keep the tester in places where it is exposed to direct sunlight,

high temperature, low temperature, high humidity or condensation.
5. When the tester is not used for an extensive period of time, be
sure to remove internal batteries from it.

5-4 Replacement of the Battery and Fuse
Factory-preinstalled built-in battery

A battery for monitoring is preinstalled before shipping, therefore it may run
down sooner than the battery life specified in the instruction manual.
※The “battery for monitoring” is a battery to inspect the functions and
specifications of the product.
①Unfasten two screws on the backside of the body using a
screwdriver to remove the rear case.
②Remove the battery or fuse and replace it with new ones.
Battery: R03 (UM-4, AAA), 1.5 V
Fuse: φ5 x 20, 0.5 A/250 V
③Put the rear case and fasten the screws.
[6] After-Sales Service
6-1 Warranty and Provision
Sanwa offers comprehensive warranty services to its end-users and
to its product resellers. Under Sanwa's general warranty policy, each
instrument is warranted to be free from defects in workmanship or
material under normal use for the period of one (1) year from the date
of purchase.
This warranty policy is valid within the country of purchase only, and
applied only to the product purchased from Sanwa authorized agent or
distributor.
Sanwa reserves the right to inspect all warranty claims to determine
the extent to which the warranty policy shall apply. This warranty shall
not apply to fuses, disposables batteries, or any product or parts,
which have been subject to one of the following causes:
1. A failure due to improper handling or use that deviates from the
instruction manual.
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*1 Max. Overload Protective Input

500V
250V/50V
10V
ACV
500V
250V/50V
＋,−
DCA
250mA
25mA
Ω
×1k
×10
BATT.
9V/1.5V
※1 (Tested by applying load 9 times for
one minute.)

AC･DC 550V or peak max770V
AC･DC 500V or peak max700V
AC･DC 250V or peak max350V
AC･DC 550V or peak max770V
AC･DC 500V or peak max700V
AC･DC 10V or peak max14V
AC･DC 3V or peak max4.2V
AC･DC 135V or peak max189V
AC･DC 15V or peak max21V
AC･DC 35V or peak max49V
0.5 sec. and once for 5 sec. every about

Turn the 0-position adjuster to align the pointer with the 0 position on
the left end of the analog display.

● WARNING
1. Do not use the tester when its body or test leads are
damaged or broken.
2. Make sure that the test leads are not cut.
Start

Body and test
leads condition?

1-4 General Handling Precautions

Check continuity of
test leads and fuse.
Does pointer move
to right largely?

1. Vibration:

Do not place the tester on vehicles such as motorcycles as it is exposed to
frequent vibration that causes a tester failure.
2. Environment:
Do not store the tester for long hours in places where it is exposed to direct sunlight,
high temperature (over 60℃), high humidity (over 85%) or where condensation occurs.
3. Electrification:
The tester cover has been treated by antistatic coating. Do not rub it with cloth strongly.
4. Maintenance:
When servicing the tester, wipe off dust and dirt lightly with a brush or cloth.
Do not use a solvent such as thinner and alcohol.
5. Caution:
Do not use the tester near places where strong electromagnetic waves
are generated or charged substances are present.

①Turn range selector
to Ω range.

Stop using tester and
have it repaired.

No

Yes
Proceed to
measurement.

Replace fuse or battery
and repeat from ①.

4-2 DC Voltage (DC V) Measurement
①Turn the range selector to a desired range of “DC V”.
②Connect the black test pin to “−“ (negative, ground) of a circuit to
measure and the red test pin to “＋” (positive, measuring point).
●Connect the tester in parallel
with the power supply (circuit).
③Read the measured value on the
DC V scale (black).
● An example of measurement:
Car

Voltages of commercial dry cells,
car batteries and button batteries.

[2] Application and Features
2-1 Application
This is a pocket type portable analog multitester designed for measuring smallcapacity power lines.
This tester is suitable for measuring voltages and testing continuity of household
appliances and measuring voltages of electric light circuits, batteries, etc.

2-2 Features
●A pocket size AMT with a built-in shock absorbing rubber.

[3] Panel Description
1. Protector
2. Analog display
3. 0 Ω adjuster
4. Resistance range
5. Battery test range
6. DC current renge
7. Test leads
8. (OFF)

Broken
②Short red and black
test leads.

Not broken
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4-4 DC Current (DC mA) Measurement

[4] Measuring Procedure
4-1 Startup Check

9. Range selector
10. DC voltage range
11. AC voltage range
12. Meter 0-position adjuster
13.Test pins

1
2
3
4
5
6

13
12
7
8
10
9
11

4-3 AC Voltage (AC V) Measurement
①Turn the range selector to a desired
range of “AC V”.
②Regardless of ＋/− polarity, connect
the test pins to a circuit to measure.
●Connect the tester in parallel
with the power supply.
③Read the measured value on the
AC V scale (red).
●An example of measurement:
Voltages of household outlets

● WARNING
A measurement error will become larger when a voltage of waveform
other than sine wave AC is measured.
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2. A failure due to inadequate repair or modification by people other
than Sanwa service personnel.
3. A failure due to causes not attributable to this product such as fire,
flood and other natural disaster.
4. Non-operation due to a discharged battery.
5. A failure or damage due to transportation, relocation or dropping
after the purchase.

6-2 Repair
Customers are asked to provide the following information when
requesting services:
1. Customer name, address, and contact information
2. Description of problem
3. Description of product configuration
4. Model Number
5. Product Serial Number
6. Proof of Date-of-Purchase
7. Where you purchased the product
1) Prior to requesting repair, please check the following:
Capacity of the built-in battery, polarity of installation and
discontinuity of the test leads.
2) Repair during the warranty period:
The failed meter will be repaired in accordance with the conditions
stipulated in 6-1 Warranty and Provision.
3) Repair after the warranty period has expired:

In some cases, repair and transportation cost may become higher
than the price of the product. Please contact Sanwa authorized
agent / service provider in advance.
The minimum retention period of service functional parts is 6 years
after the discontinuation of manufacture. This retention period is
the repair warranty period. Please note, however, if such
functional parts become unavailable for reasons of discontinuation
of manufacture, etc., the retention period may become shorter
accordingly.
4) Precautions when sending the product to be repaired
To ensure the safety of the product during transportation, place
the product in a box that is larger than the product 5 times or more
in volume and fill cushion materials fully and then clearly mark
“Repair Product Enclosed” on the box surface. The cost of
sending and returning the product shall be borne by the customer.

6-3 SANWA web site
http://www.sanwa-meter.co.jp
E-mail: exp_sales@sanwa-meter.co.jp
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[7] Specifications

Item
Meter
Built-in fuse
Built-in battery
Operating temperature &
humidity
Storage temperature & Humidity
Operating environment
Dimensions
Weight
Standard accessory
Safety standards

EMC Directives

Specifications
Moving-coil, pivot type
0.5 A / 250 V, φ5 × 20 mm fast acting fuse
R03, 1.5V × 1
5 −40℃, 80% RH or below, no condensation.
80% RH (max.) at 5 〜 31℃ and linear decrease from
80% RH to 50% RH at over 31℃ and up to 40℃.
−10 − 50℃, 70% RH MAX. No condensation.
Max. 2000 m, Pollution degreeⅡ, indoor use
126(H) × 87(W) × 30(D)mm
Approx. 185 g
Instruction manual 1
IEC/EN 61010-1 : 01 and IEC/EN 61010-031 : 02
Complies with AC/DC500V MAX CAT. Ⅱ
Complies with AC/DC300V MAX CAT. Ⅲ
EN 61326-1, EN 55011, EN 61000-3-2,
EN 61000-3-3, EN 61000-4-2 and EN 61000-4-3

Guaranteed accuracy range: 23℃ ±2℃, 75% RH max.
Measuring Range
Accuracy
DC voltage 10/50/250/500V（2kΩ/V）
±5% of full scale
AC voltage 50/250/500V（2kΩ/V）
DC current 25m/250mA
Ω
×10（5k）
Open voltage
±3% of scale length
（OHMS） ×1k（500k）
1.5V
1.5 V load approx 14 Ω
BATT
−
9 V load approx 420 Ω
The specifications are subject to change without notice.
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battery
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Ƿ1ǹѠഩǉෳᅋഋྣӤᆪڣǉ
ݮဩఀ଼ AP33 ျன௨ཆᅋӹă
ഋᇀෳᅋዐ࿈ٜᆪڣӊෳᅋํடรǈჾӯቁവĂѠഩٜෳᅋăཛྷ۽
ӯᆪڣǈഋᅳդ౹ქಲዐ࿈үߘă
ഋྣӤዱฒྲྀቲࣝᆾوĐঁބđࠧĐኢᄌđǈ܀ቛۢූනටĂ٫
ჾࣆᄜӊჱಹ߆ሓۚᄧಲو߆ă
1-1!ঁބӶٌܻࣝࠟํட
āӊჱಹࠧĖෳᅋํடรėණوෳᅋܻࠟࣆದࠆᄏ
!!!ǖཛྷѠഩෳᅋۚӼӹوቺეă
āǖঁބ໗ᅋჾ܀ቛනටࠧ٫ٌ߆ූۢوă
āǖኢᄌ໗ᅋჾ܀ቛෳᅋӊჱಹ෫ᅘ৹ۢූوຈă
! ċǖयૣǄACǅ!
ǙǖቓૣǄDCǅ!
ˮǖ٫የ
! Ǉǖቁ!
ǉǖݘ
! !!!ǖใቺᆛࢪࡧᆛ
1-2!Ѡഩෳᅋঁํބட
!!!ঁބ
࿒ะᅋჾ܀ቛනටࠧ٫ٌ߆ූۢوăෳᅋӊჱಹ෫ഋྣӤ
ዱฒă
1Ǌԥ৹ෳᅋմ߹ 3.6KVA و٫ᆚă
2ǊAC 33 VrmsǄ46.7 V ܥǅĂDC 70 V ჾණو٫ႅڶ෨ܖཕǈྣ
ഋኢᄌă
3Ǌԥ৹พ൩մ߹ዮڊېؙพ൩ࠟဳوă
4Ǌᇀդූݮᄮ٫ႅࠧ٫ᅇ٫ႅوٜ۽Ǆ٫ࢲڑ٫ٌǅᄜದื৹
մ߹ዮ߹ؙᆾพ൩ǈ߆ԥ৹Ռફױ٫ă
5ǊصኙࢪՌฎـಈຈࢪ෫ǈԥ৹ෳᅋӊჱಹă
6Ǌᇀ৷՚ኴຢ࿒ԥ৹ෳᅋă
7ǊՌફ߹֔ቲԥ৹ኪࡳفದຓޢă
8Ǌ୧״Ռફ෫Ӥၙവ്ޢă
9Ǌᇀӊჱಹࢪฐᇸๆഉਦ࿒ԥ৹ෳᅋă
10ǊՌฎـӤၙෳᅋቚوڊျࠟă
11Ǌࡳޚׅብ٫֠༶ǈԥ৹६ှཞ၌ࠧݢᇒă
12Ǌዷჟ६ှവ്ǈೲ୧௰ባඵ६ှქ״ထႵंՓă
13ǊӤၙᇀฌෳᅋă
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Ƿ5ǹཞ၌ߘ
5-1 ཞ၌ंՓ
1ǅ༶ߗǖ༶ߗกܱᄜٸମٌᆓᄜۚຈǛ
2ǅՌฎـǖՌฎـกܱᅘຈටࢪာଭوٜ۽Ǜ
߷־ණะഉਦǈᄮቛෳᅋǈ६ှཞ၌ă
5-2 ထቁĂंՓ
࿈ഉਦഋဂൻࠧ٫ჱಹኌ࢙සןၻăഋԸᆪ 6-3ă
5-3 үߘ
!!!ኢᄌ
1Ǌӊჱಹኙᄁถࢋۢ၂൚ࣗᄸǈഋྡྷᅋྱงࣗࢪঘॽமă
2Ǌኙᄁถെᆚᄸǈԥ৹܅ብᇀݽെوٜ۽ă
3Ǌഋྡྷटದ܅ብᇀᅘስࠧۂृڑᄁٸମوٜ۽ă
4Ǌഋྡྷटದ܅ብᇀჀߞቓවĂݽെĂّུĂչࠧॕوٜ۽ă
5Ǌլಜԥᅋ෫ǈӤၙട־ብ٫֠ă

5-4 ٫֠Ăү๗ࡳޚو
ߔᅢࢭ־෫჻Ѡኰو٫֠ă
ޠկࢭ־෫դ౹ᅘѠኰჅ౹٫֠ǈດ৹ᇀࣝᆾوณதಜᅋ༾٫ă
řჅ౹٫֠ቝกཛྷષവ്դ౹ޢࣆ၂ຑᅋă
Ɨ՚ဤኙҿஎوޔଧ๗ǈࡍڑǈဤ࿒ࡍݥă
Ƙട־எو٫֠ࢪү๗ǈوူࡳޚ٫֠ࢪү๗ă
ā٫֠ǖR03ǄUM-4ĂAAAǅ1.5V
āү๗ǖ̋5 ġ 20Ă0.5A /250V
ƙࡍࡍݒݥǈఅ२ଧ๗ă
Ƿ6ǹตࡍܾྣ
6-1 اүࠧߢڊ
ൻࠧဂದዮቷᅋࠧդ౹ॿညඨ໗ޥዛࠩاүܾྣăޗযൻࠧوᅋ
اүߢڊǈᇀቁիෳᅋഉਦ࿒ǈዔ଼ቐಲქ௰ǈڶ୧ພჱಹᄜ
ޠჿࢪॕᄜۚդූوയ६ှاүă
ൻࠧүૠڶຑᅘاүຏెंوՓദǈ! ჾവاڊүߢوڊคᅋ۶ཙăӊ
اүߢڊԥคᅋᅢү๗Ă٫֠Ăԩऔჾࣆฮᅢ࿒ะದቲქቸഉਦو
դ౹ǖ
1ǊསѢሙෳᅋํடร६ှՃዷჾࣆෳᅋԥۚصᄧಲ߆وሓă
2Ǌ܇ൻࠧཞ၌ᆗཞ၌ࢪݢᇒԥ֬ۚܖᄧಲ߆وሓă
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ޢǄ۶ཙǅ
พ൩ڭዓ
+1 ዮ߹ؙᆾүพ൩
DC V
500 V
ACĄDC 550 V ࢪዮܥؙ 770 V
250V /50V
ACĄDC 500 V ࢪዮܥؙ 700 V
10 V
ACĄDC 250 V ࢪዮܥؙ 350 V
AC V
500 V
ACĄDC 550 V ࢪዮܥؙ 770 V
250V /50V
ACĄDC 500 V ࢪዮܥؙ 700 V
Ǉǈǉ
DC A
250 mA
ACĄDC 10 V ࢪዮܥؙ 14 V
25 mA
ACĄDC 3 V ࢪዮܥؙ 4.2 V
ˮ
ġ1k
ACĄDC 135 V ࢪዮܥؙ 189 V
ġ10
ACĄDC 15 V ࢪዮܥؙ 21 V
٫֠
9V /1.5 V
ACĄDC 35 V ࢪዮܥؙ 49 V
+Ǆ୧ޒᆢ 1 ܖትǈพ൩ 0.5 ஓǈױՃዷ۴ ݒ9 ״ǈᆿพ൩ 1  ״5 ஓǈ६ှՌฎă
ǅ

1-4!ෳᅋ෫وქґኢᄌ
1Ǌስڑǖഋྡྷटӊჱಹኰᆾᇀ༤սٌྡ౹ණჾஊᄜ߹ڪስڑᇒ֑ຈ
ă
2Ǌঅǖԥ৹լ෫ࣺ܅ብᇀჀߞቓවĂུݽǄ60ņჾණǅĂչǄ85ǁ
ჾණǅࠧॕوٜ۽ă
3Ǌ؞٫ǖჱӹݥ჻६ှ܀٫༓ՍăഋྡྷᅋԦٌᅋԫă
4Ǌཞǖཞ၌ӊჱಹ෫ǈෳᅋӖࠧԦٌഁഁٜம࣊৹ăഋྡྷෳᅋྱ
งࣗࠧঘॽ੮൚ࣗă
5Ǌኢᄌǖഋྡྷᇀᅘ٫Ԓդූჾࣆ؞٫ྡݛو॰ෳᅋӊჱಹă
Ƿ2ǹᅋ༒ࠧ٧
2-1!ᅋ༒
ӊჱಹහࣜཛྷၒረျӯဝன௨ཆᅋӹǈከᅋᅢՌફဏ൛ફ٫ଁă
คჵᅋᅢՌફࣨ٫դ౹و٫ႅǈՌฎದـ၂ǈՌફሙடଁ٫ႅჾ
ࣆޕቸ٫֠٫ႅă
2-2!٧
āĄӊჱಹཛྷၒረျ AMTǈብྮฏ֭ࢯوကमऋሴਙă
Ƿ3ǹޕԩऔண֎
1Ǌүಹ
2Ǌৼڪర
3Ǌ0ˮٻሿಹ
4Ǌ٫የع
5Ǌ٫֠Ռฎع
6Ǌቓૣ٫ૣع
7ǊՌฎـ

4-4!Ռફቓૣ٫ૣǄDC mAǅ
ƗटعኪࡳၫఉහብᇀĐDC mAđو
คصફ֔ă
ƘڱӇՌ٫ଁو٫ᆚߔჾڱӇ
Ռԩܖă
ƙट࠴ඇՌฎӖઘेفӇՌ٫ଁݘو
ࣁණǈटࡆඇՌฎӖઘेفቁࣁණă
!!!ঁބǖटӊჱಹᅳ٫ଁהખă
ƚ߹ mA ৼڪరǄ࠴ඇǅڣടቚă
!!!ঁބǖԥ৹ࣩᆾ٫ႅă

Ƿ4ǹՌફۨ۽

1-3!พ൩ዮ߹ؙᆾү

8Ǌ
ĖOFFǄߔǅ
ė
9Ǌኪࡳعၫఉ
10Ǌቓૣ٫ႅع
11Ǌयૣ٫ႅع
12Ǌჱӹٻሿಹ
13ǊՌฎӖ

1
2
3
4
5
6

13
12
7
8
10
9
11

4-1!ዷჟവ്
ၫኪٻሿಹǈѿჱӹቚሯٻሿڪৼفరዳوڭණă
!!!ঁބ
ā!1ǊኙࢪՌฎـᅘຈටࢪຈ෫ԥ৹ෳᅋă
ā!2Ǌവ്Ռฎـୣᅘڱઽă
ዷჟ
ኙࠧՌฎـو
༶ߗกܱᅘຈǛ

჻ຈ
ƘෳࡆඇĂ࠴ඇ
āՌฎӖଁڮă

སຈ
വ്Ռฎـࠧ
ү๗กܱڱă

ቚሯกؙܱܹ
ڪဂᅚ҈ڑǛ

Ɨѿعኪࡳၫఉ
āڶኼˮعă

ᅘڱǈᇘቛෳᅋă
ე६ှཞ၌ă
ԥ҈ڑ

҈ڑ
६ှޕቸՌฎă

ࡳޚү๗ࢪ٫֠ࡍǈ
ƗቺݒՃዷă

4-2 Ռફቓૣ٫ႅǄDC Vǅ
ƗटعኪࡳၫఉහብᇀĐDC Vđوคصફ֔ă
Ƙट࠴ඇՌฎӖઘेفӇՌ٫ଁوǉǄݘĂेٜǅࣁණǈࡆඇՌฎӖઘ
ेفǇǄቁĂՌફ٧ǅࣁණă
āĄӊჱಹᅳ٫ᆚǄ٫ଁǅԌખă
ƙ߹ DCV ৼڪరǄ࠴ඇǅڣടՌફă
ಽսᅋ
āĄՌફ෯ઋǖชஎညตݧو٫֠Ăಽ
ၜ٫֠
սᅋၜ٫֠و٫ႅĂఉ٫֠

5ǊԳࡍǈᄜᆱพĂҏᆱࢪٸମٌᄧಲ߆وሓࢪຈă
ӊاүߢڊቝᇀ଼ࢪࣨ߶وӊ߶ᅘပǈೲቝคᅋᅢൻࠧดദؠ
و଼ٮդ౹ă
6-2 ཞ၌
ᅋ໗־ཞ၌ეഓ෫ǈၖ໗ޥ࿒ะဳྲă
1Ǌ၃ணĂٜࠧખ۽
2Ǌོ໘ํட
3Ǌդ౹ኴਦํட
4Ǌျࠟ
5Ǌդ౹Ӭࠟ
6Ǌ଼ಜቆட
7Ǌ଼ٜ٧
ഋᅳ྄ާ๖ཌሂࣝᆾوൻࠧดദٮؠǋॿညඨǋܾྣ໗ޥඨടه
ખ࿅ă൲ས໗ޥණะဳྲޖൻࠧǋؠඨǋॿညඨǈդ౹ᅘ෫࢙Ӈ༟
ă
ኢง
1ǅཡ༤ཞ၌ǈഋവ്࿒ะă
٫֠وᅨફĂࣁ၂ࠧՌฎـڱوኴਦ
2ǅү၌ಜوཞ၌
ᅘ߆ሓوჱӹᄮޗয 6-1 اүᅳߢوڊऔ६ှཞ၌ă
3ǅү၌ಜ༶وཞ၌
ཞ၌ܑࠧᆱพܑᅘ෫࢙ݽᅢդ౹ࣱޏă
ഋ࿘ဂൻࠧดദؠඨࢪܾྣ໗ޥඨןၻă
ܾྣԩऔوዮّүૠಜࣺཛྷቛቨᇒࡍ 6 ௰ă
ݡүૠಜࣺกቚཞ၌اүಜࣺăدഋኢᄌǈქױح੮ԩऔᄜቛ
ූդٌᆓᄜۚڮയ෫ǈཞ၌اүಜࣺटᄮຍڮă
4ǅཞ၌դ౹ᆱพ෫ኢᄌ
ཛྷവүդ౹ᆱพಜࣺوѠഩ၂ǈഋෳᅋӔդ౹ ؙ5 ӂჾණوዓ
Ҫኰǈୄࡲ֭ԮǈԌᇀዓӹஎഅྫྷӶடĖብཞ၌դ౹ė
وዖჅăդ౹ཌྷ۵ᆱพܑᅋᅑᅋ֘اă
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4-6 Ռફ٫֠ࠣݘ٫ႅǄBATTǅ
ƗՌฎ 1.5V ࠧ 9V ٫֠ă
ƘटࡆඇՌฎӖઘेف٫֠وቁࣁණǈ
ट࠴ඇՌฎӖઘेࣁݘفණă
ƙޗয BADǄԥࠝǅǛGOODǄࠝǅو
ৼوڪቚ६ှఴڱă
!!!ኢᄌǖԥ৹Ռફఉ٫֠ă
!!!ኢᄌǖཛྷӨஊဋࠞ٫֠ફǈᄮਜ
Ռફă

4-3 Ռફयૣ٫ႅǄAC Vǅ
ƗटعኪࡳၫఉහብᇀĐAC Vđوคص
ફ֔ă
ƘᅑᅢԳᅋयૣ٫ǈᄜױᅳǇĂ? ࣁ၂
ྐߔăटՌฎӖઘेᇀ٫ଁණă
āĄѿӊჱಹᅳ٫ᆚԌખă
ƙ߹ AC V ৼڪరǄࡆඇǅڣടՌફă
āĄՌફ෯ઋǖࣨᅋՏዹ٫ႅă
!!!ঁބ
ā!ᇀՌફׅቁԒयૣ٫ቐ༶وದຓԒြ٫ႅ෫ǈՌફྥृؙă
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3ǊᄜࢨᆼĂࡃๆࢪದຓᆼٌ܇ӊդ౹ᆓᄜۚᄧಲ߆وሓă
4Ǌ٫֠٫ફࠞॳᄧಲوՃዷቛă

4-5 Ռફ٫የǄˮǅ
ƗѿعኪࡳၫఉහብᇀĐˮđคصફ֔
ǈෳࡆ࠴ඇՌฎӖଁڮǈ߹
0ˮٻሿಹǈ६ှ 0ˮٻሿă
ƘटՌฎӖઘेف٫የಹࠧӇՌ٫ଁ
ණă
ƙڣട OHMS ৼڪరǄଖඇǅණوՌ
ફă
āĄՌફ෯ઋǖंՓ٫የಹࠧ٫و
ઘेă
!!!ঁބǖԥ৹Ռફᆾᅘ٫ႅو٫ଁ
٫የă
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MEMO

Ƿ7ǹ࣒ฯߢޏ


࣒ฯߢޏ

ჱӹ

৹ڑതျĂบ

ብү๗

0.5AĄ250V ̋5 ġ 20mm ਜ൙ڱಹ

٫ᆚ

7ࠟ٫֠ქޔ

Ճዷུࠧڪ
ڪ

ᇀ 5 - 40ņ෫ǈ80ǁRH ჾ࿒ǈԥॕă
ᇀ 5 - 31ņ෫ǈ80ǁRHǄዮؙǅ
ǈᇀ 31ņჾණ 40ņჾ࿒෫ǈ
 80ǁRH ቓऩባ 50ǁRHă

Ճዷঅ

ዮ ݽ2000 ჾ࿒ǈྍ഼ڪưǈฌෳᅋă

֧؍

126Ǆݽǅġ 87Ǆਝǅġ 30Ǆࡋǅࠛ

ቺફ

ᆢ 185 ৻

Ӷኼݛऔ

ෳᅋํடร 1ă

ѠഩӶኼ

IEC0EN 61010.1 ܻࠩ AC0DC 500V MAX CAT. ưă

EMC ቚ

LVD : IEC/EN 61010-1 ࠧ IEC/ EN 61010-031

ܻࠩ AC0DC 300V MAX CAT. Ʊă
EMC : EN 61326-1, EN 55011, EN 61000-3-2,
!

!!EN 61000-3-3, EN 61000-4-2 ࠧ EN 61000-4-3
൛ၛүቆ۶ཙǖ23ņĠ 2ņĂ75ǁRH ჾ࿒

DC V

Ռફ۶ཙ
10/50/250/500VǄ2kˮ/Vǅ

AC V

50/250/500VǄ2kˮ/Vǅ

DC

A 25m /250mA

ˮ
ǄOHMSǅ
٫֠

ġ10Ǆ5kǅ

ዮڪৼؙو
Ġ 5ǁჾ
܅٫ႅ
1.5V

ġ1kǄ500kǅ

൛ၛ

ৼڪլوڪ
Ġ 3ǁჾ

1.5V ࠣݘ٫የᆢ 14ˮ
9V ࠣݘ٫የᆢ 420ˮ

ǉ

!!!!ණะ࣒ฯߢޏᅘӰޚǈูԥှቌă
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